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Lakehead University: Choose your degree
Lakehead University is offering options for careers in natural resources
management: choose a degree! Our newest addition is a 12-month professional coursebased MScForestry (MScF) degree – 2 semesters of classes, a 2-week field school
and a 4-month research internship. The internship can be done either in Canada or in
an international setting. The course-based MScF option is available for students with
an honours bachelor level in natural resources, environmental science, geography,
biology, forestry, environmental engineering, business and similar fields.
Forest stewardship in the year 2018 and beyond is more complex than ever before.
The forest products industry has gone through some difficult adjustments to meet
changing market conditions, government downsizing, climate change and public
concern for forested lands. These realities can be viewed as daunting challenges or
as opportunities for new initiatives and career paths.
As an institution engaged with forestry education since the late 40s (then as a
Technical School training Forest Technicians) Lakehead University’s Faculty of
Natural Resources Management is embracing these changes and adapting them with a
renewed vigour. This adaptation has created new and dynamic career opportunities in a
re-energized and burgeoning industry. “Our degree offerings (undergraduate, Masters
and PhD) are constantly adjusted with the ultimate intent of creating graduates with
the best portfolio training possible for ensuring maximum employability now and
into the future. Our graduates are successful in securing careers across Canada and
beyond in the incredible array of jobs related to forest stewardship, environmental
assessment and community development”, says Dr. Ulf Runesson, Dean of the Faculty
of Natural Resources Management.
The two undergraduate programs offered by the Faculty (Honours Bachelor degrees
in either Environmental Management or Science of Forestry) have a common twoyear beginning with six specializations starting in year 3. Each year starts with a 2
week field school – either in Canada or at an international setting – thus far we have

traveled throughout Canada and the US as well as India, China, Finland, South Africa,
Ecuador, Croatia, Ghana, Czech Republic, Sweden, and Estonia. Next is Mexico.
The programs have been designed with the understanding that a forest-dependent
future will require the following: education, research and outreach in community
development, public consultation, best-practises, bio-fuels/bio- products, product
diversification, enhanced entrepreneurial skills, climate change adaptation, improved
land inventories, attention to mining development, tenure and aboriginal issues,
wildlife management, an international understanding of markets, cultures and
practices as well as ecosystem health and conservation.
The Faculty fully recognizes that a major portion of the base knowledge given
in the first two years for both degrees is also provided by many two-year diploma
programs and, as a result, offers college graduates entry into Year 3 after completion
of a brief August transfer program (4 week “boot camp”): 2 years of college plus
August transfer program plus 2 years of university equals an Honours Bachelor
degree in either Environmental Management or Science of Forestry.
Whether students enter our programs from high school, college or as mature students
they will be treated with respect and get the very best education (including exposure
to ethics and confidentiality issues, professional standards, public accountability,
due diligence, the importance of life-long learning and respect for diversity) to
prepare them for rewarding careers in fields such as environmental protection, forest
management, climate change mitigation/adaptation, public advocacy, parks, urban
forestry and research to name a few.
“As the only accredited undergraduate degree forestry program in Ontario we
are ready and proud to provide the very best to prepare graduates for an exciting
future full of challenges and opportunities – a good time indeed to get involved,”
says Dr. Runesson.
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Mass Timber business opportunities are soaring
By Steve Pawlett
Mass Timber Buildings are safe, strong, and sophisticated and are soaring evertaller around the world, as building codes evolve and new innovative wood timber
products are developed.
Mass Timber business opportunities are soaring, and Canada is well-positioned
to take advantage of this growing tidal wave of change with its abundant renewable
forest industry and its commitment to low-carbon construction as part of its climate
change action plan.
At the same time, the recently formed, Mass Timber Institute can fill the existing
education gap concerning wood’s vast potential as an advanced and sustainable
building material.
The Mass Timber Institute (MTI) is a partnership, co-led by the University
of Toronto and George Brown College, with the academic partners Lakehead
University, Laurentian University, and the University of Ottawa. Industry
partners include FPInnovations and Wood WORKS!, and MTI will work with
other colleges and universities, governments, industry, designers, and builders
across Canada and internationally. The goal is to tap into global talent pools to
realize the vision of making Canada a world leader in sustainable wood products
and low-carbon construction.
“We see the academic and multi-disciplinary relationships to be extremely
important to supporting Mass Timber opportunities. We know elsewhere that this
combination of forestry, architecture, and engineering provides a powerful nucleus
for experiencing educational and research opportunities,” explains MTI’s director
Anne Koven, an adjunct professor in the Faculty of Forestry. “This relationship has
worked well in Oregon at the Tall Wood Building Institute. They pioneered this
relationship, and we believe it can work very well in Canada too.”

The Mass Timber Institute is intended to be a public-private collaboration resulting
in practical applied research outcomes, enabling the emergence of a talented
workforce for Canada’s building and construction industries which will stimulate
broad economic activity and job creation. The Mass Timber Institute hopes to achieve:
• The development of new real-life replicable building practices to help companies
take advantage of the rapidly growing opportunities in mass timber construction.
• Supporting research efforts to close knowledge gaps
• An increased pool of highly-qualified skilled trade and technical personnel versed
in the most up-to-date knowledge in wood design, engineering, construction,
and sustainability.
• The ability to efficiently access expertise that is not usually available to nonacademic players.
• The potential emergence of more robust provincial construction and building
industries as Canada becomes a hub for green mass timber building construction
that attracts researchers, industry leaders, and talent from around the world.
Koven says MTI’s primary focus is an educational and access to research focus.
“On the educational front, for years now, there has been a lot of good work done
by the Canadian Wood Council and Wood WORKS! on getting in touch with
individual educators. But there seems to be agreement that there are many more
learning opportunities for mass timber in courses that are being taught in colleges
and universities,” explains Koven. “It’s one thing to have a workshop available, and
it is quite another thing to have the opportunity to take courses and eventually have
a degree program in Mass Timber Design and Building.”
Continued on page ED-12

FACULTY of FORESTRY
UNIVERSITY of TORONTO
PROGRAMS

The University of Toronto’s Faculty of Forestry is committed to education that supports the
three pillars of successful and resilient forestry: economic, ecological, and social values.

Master of Forest Conservation
Canada’s first and leading interdisciplinary, professionally
oriented graduate program in forest convervation,
management, policy and governance

Master of Science in Forestry (MScF) &
PhD programs
Undergraduate programs in Forest
Conservation and Forest Biomaterials Science

www.forestry.utoronto.ca

Our collaborative, interdisciplinary approach to education and research cultivates the
skills and knowledge required of today’s forestry professionals.
We prepare graduates to make transformative contributions that will help us meet the
pressing ecological, social and economic challenges of our times.
Graduates make careers in a wide range of fields, including government organizations
in the environment and resource management, private consultancies, the forest and
biproducts industry, research facilities, regional conservation authorities, and
non-governmental environmental agencies.

University of Toronto, St. George Campus, Downtown Toronto
www.workingforest.com
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The sky’s the limit for Algonquin College
forestry students
There can be a bit of a misconception when it comes to career paths for students
who study forestry. Students enrolled in the Forestry Technician and Urban Forestry
– Arboriculture programs at Algonquin College’s Pembroke Campus, soon realize
that the sky’s the limit when it comes to possible career opportunities after they
graduate from the program.
Take for example Griffin Kozij’s story. Before registering in the program, Kozij
had operated a successful landscaping business. Now, as a recent Urban Forestry –
Arboriculture graduate, Kozij is taking the skills that he learned during the 8-month
program and expanding his business.
He admittedly came into the program with a love for working in the outdoors,
but didn’t know much about being an arborist. He now says, “It’s all about trees.
You can go into the program knowing absolutely nothing and graduate as an
experienced climber.”
Kozij also has some advice for others who are unsure if they will be making the
right decision if they are considering a career in forestry. “Don’t let your uncertainty
hold you back. If you appreciate nature and trees it is definitely a good fit. You learn
about climbing, but also about how trees and a forest in our urban environment can
have such a big impact and be so important,” says Kozij.
Becoming an urban forester has allowed Kozij to expand his business and customer
base. He can now offer more services and he has needed to add more team members
to meet client expectations. He is much more knowledgeable and appreciative of
how enrolling in a forestry program can open up doors to unexpected opportunities.
“There are so many avenues that you can go into – you are not just going to be a
climber – there are a hundred different paths from office work, to consultation, to
forest management. You can even continue your studies.”

Students enrolled in the Forestry Technician and Urban Forestry – Arboriculture
programs at Algonquin College’s Pembroke Campus, soon realize that the sky’s
the limit when it comes to possible career opportunities after they graduate from
the program.
Leveraging previous post-secondary education and continuing his studies is
exactly what Julian Alvarez-Barkham decided to do. Also an Urban Forestry –
Arboriculture graduate, Alvarez-Barkham thought he would enter the forestry
workforce immediately after graduating, but had a change of heart when he discovered
the Masters of Forest Conservation program offered at the University of Toronto.
Although he is not getting to climb as many trees as he did during his time at
Algonquin College, Alvarez-Barkham appreciates how that practical experience
helped prepare him for his university studies. “The Urban Forestry – Arboriculture
program helped me develop a solid foundation in dendrology, tree assessment, soils,
and urban forestry that I can build upon as I further my education. The Algonquin
College faculty’s passion and enthusiasm for tree care was an incredibly important
aspect of my education. Their dedication has motivated me to learn more and to keep
improving. Their value to the program cannot be overstated.”
When it comes to passion for the forest and education, few programs can challenge
the 50-year history of Algonquin College’s Forestry Technician program and Nikki
Domingo is proof of that. Domingo graduated from the program a few years ago
and says, “I wouldn’t be where I am today had it not been for the amazing schooling
and networking support I received from Algonquin staff.”
This past summer, Domingo was fighting forest fires in the Pickle Lake, Ontario
area. Her passion for forest firefighting was sparked during her placement in the final
semester of the Forestry Technician program in 2015. She is now into her second
year as a Fire Ranger Crew Boss. “My role is to apply adequate fire suppression in
a safe manner while supervising the crew members.
Some of the fires can be very intense. As a crew boss, Domingo’s role includes
being a “cutter.” “When the helicopter can’t land I get out in a hover exit with a
swamper and fell trees to cut a helipad. Once the helipad is cut we set up a pump
and start laying hose to the fire. When we reach the fires’ edge, I jump on the nozzle
and we begin to suppress and wrap the fire until it’s out.”
When all three graduates were asked if they thought they would be where they
are now when they started their forestry studies, all answered no. But isn’t that the
point of higher education? It opens up opportunities to transform hopes and dreams
into lifelong success.

Begin your
adventure
Our Forestry programs provide you
with the skills you need to pursue
one-of-a-kind careers.

Apply to your program today

Programs available:
Forestry Technician - Diploma
Urban Forestry - Arboriculture - Certificate

613.735.4700
algonquincollege.com/pembroke
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Fleming College Forestry Technician program provides
By Steve Pawlett
real-world experience
Students interested in becoming a Forestry Technician can be part of a close-knit
community of men and women across the country who are making a difference in
our environment.
Fleming College’s Forestry program is the largest in Canada. In this twoyear program, students acquire the skills to work effectively in natural resources
management - learning traditional forestry skills such as compassing and tree
identification, plus how to work with ArcMap, Avenza, and other high-tech software.
Offering an ideal combination of theory and technical hands-on experiences,
studies in the classroom are complemented by numerous field excursions during
the third semester.
Students participate in the Forestry program’s unique field camp experience in
Mattawa, at Samuel de Champlain Park.
In addition, students can increase their credentials (and career readiness and (L) Scott Davis, Program Coordinator, Forestry Technician Program, Sir Sandford
versatility) by taking certification courses such as forest fire fighting, first aid, and Fleming College School of Environmental & Natural Resource Sciences, Frost
Campus; (R) Ben Walters, Forestry Professor, Fleming College
CPR, tree marking and cutter certification (at a modest extra cost).
“Students learn the fundamental skills they need in semesters one and two. In the
science for six years, then moved into full-time teaching and is now the program
third semester, three of the courses are designed to mimic typical forestry career
coordinator.
skills,” explains program coordinator Scott Davis. “Participating students will
“My role as a coordinator is to help them find their career path. We have a network
achieve skills that include navigating large forest tracts, evaluating current stand
of industry contacts. Twenty of our graduates went out the door into forest firefighting
conditions, and mapping routes. As their skills grow, they will begin taking charge
last year. Then there is the Ministry of Natural Resources. There are opportunities
of their own learning.”
in Ontario, but British Columbia is looking for a lot of graduates. If you are willing
In addition to the field experience in the third semester, students will also work
to go work and live in a remote location, there is a job for you. You could end up in
in teams to develop and present to a Woodlot Conference for over 100 high school
northern BC in a bush camp, but you will be making reasonable money and gaining
students. This exercise gives them an opportunity to practice coaching, public
valuable experience.”
speaking, planning, and teamwork while teaching
these students basic forestry skills. They will also
work with a local woodlot group to deliver their
annual conference and attend the largest forestry
conference in Ontario.
“By the third semester we have anywhere from
60 to 70 students, and we divide them into three
groups of 22 or 24, and within those three groups
they are broken into teams of four,” said Davis.
“We pick the teams, understand the different
personalities -- they find out where their strengths
are and where they need improvement.”
“We end up with about 15 or so balanced teams,
30 + career-focused programs
and we give them missions. On these missions they
will download a map onto their phone or tablet and
Programs include Forestry Technician (Optional Co-op);
go into the forest and find their way around 500 acres
Urban Forestry Technician Co-op; Arboriculture Co-op; Urban Forestry
as a team and collect data along the way, then they
Active, outdoor, hands-on learning
will write a 40 to 45-page report and deliver their
presentation to the class,” explains Davis.
Field schools, work placements, applied projects, paid co-ops
Davis says this real-world experience in the third
More grads working in the environmental and natural resources sectors
semester is paying off for the students. “The results
than any other college in Canada
have been excellent. Initially, they really don’t like it
because they don’t see the value until they get a job
For information:
and realize the value of the training.”
flemingcollege.ca/senrs
Every mission has a team leader, so if a prospective
askus@flemingcollege.ca
employer asks for an example of their work, they can
866-353-6464 x 3301
hand them a 45-page report.
“Their first report is always a disaster but that’s
Location: Lindsay, Ontario
ok, we walk them through it a show them how to
get it right. We teach them how to write, we teach
them how to present and how to articulate forestry
terminology,” adds Davis. “By the fifth report, it is
something they are very proud of. They can say to
the prospective employer I was a part of this. That’s
the goal of this semester.”
“Not everyone gets along, so they have to learn to
deal with that,” he explains. Davis taught forest fire

Our School is Different.
Are You?

www.workingforest.com
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Service learning

CNA plays a vital role in protecting forest resources

Tree planting is an excellent way to increase the value of a property, as well as
make a positive impact on the environment, through reforestation, as trees are a
lifeline to cleaner air.
With a vision to encouraging environmental health and protect forest resources,
students of College of the North Atlantic’s (CNA) Forest Resources Technician (FRT)
program at Corner Brook campus participate in an annual tree-planting project as a
part of their studies in silviculture.
This year’s project was held in partnership with Corner Brook Pulp and Paper
Ltd. (CBPP) and the provincial Department of Fisheries and Land Resources. Two
thousand white spruce seedlings (Picea glauca) were planted by 10 second-year
students of the FRT program on a one hectare cut block near Pinchgut Lake, located
west of Corner Brook (also known as Camp 184).
The seedlings were supplied by the provincial government, while mentors educated
students on best practices of planting and tree quality assessment techniques.
“Each year students look forward to this experience, as they are keen on learning
under the guidance of professionals from CBPP and Department of Fisheries and
Land Resources. Both groups are places students seek internship or employment,
hence this serves as the perfect opportunity for them to connect with professionals,”
said Glenn Payne, FRT instructor.
Nathan Tremblett and Kaitlyn Noseworthy are FRT students involved in the project.
“It was a really fun experience to connect with industry experts, tour CBPP
woodlands operations and understand, as well as practice, the field aspect of planting
trees,” said Tremblett.
Payne stresses that the forest industry plays a vital role in Newfoundland and
Labrador, providing cultural and socioeconomic benefits for residents.
“Opportunities like this provide our students with a self-learning experience, as
well as helping to reflect the positive impact on the environment by carbon, further

Pictured are students of College of the North Atlantic (CNA’s) Forest Resources
Technician program at the 2017 annual tree plant day (from left): Nic Goodwin,
Kaitlyn Noseworthy, Nathan Tremblett, Andrea Argueta, Cory Porter, Tyler
Sanger, Jacob Cumby, Riley Weir, Ryan Brown, and Jens Fiegler.
establishing new habitats for the wildlife, providing wood products and jobs for
the future.”
He notes that this practical experience helps students appreciate the work involved
in planting trees, as well as raise funds towards the annual CNA-CIF (Canadian
Institute of Forestry) Silver Ring ceremony held in March. The rings are presented
as a way to welcome new forestry professionals, and is a symbol associated with the
completion of a CIF-recognized forestry program.
CNA continues to play a vital role in training students who will have a positive
influence on the future of the forestry sector as the FRT program provides a strong
foundation in the skills and knowledge required for a career in the natural resources
industry. The program strives for innovative training that reaches beyond the
classroom with a strong emphasis is on “real life” experiences.

As a part of the program, students learn to:

- demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes required to participate in finding
solutions to forest management problems and challenges;
- identify forest ecosystems issues, challenges and solutions;
- demonstrate assessment and evaluation techniques, as well as identify current
preventive measures, treatments and practices involved in forest resource protection,
management and operation; and,
- demonstrate effective procedures and practices in the use of field and office
equipment to assess and analyze natural resources data.
Brent Howell, Dean of the School of Engineering Technology & Natural Resources,
says graduates of the program can expect to see themselves employed in a variety
of forestry-related fields.
“The program’s exemplary reputation throughout Canada is a testament to the high
standards we employ here at CNA to ensure that students are viewed as experienced
and ready for whatever challenges the workplace has to offer.”
Graduates of the FRT program find employment in a variety of forestry-related
fields – protection and enforcement, forest inventory and site classification, logging
and engineering, forest access road construction and maintenance, silviculture, along
with employment in parks, and wildlife and environmental assessments.
Bruce Hollett, CNA’s President & CEO, says the FRT program opens the door for
students to not only enter the workforce immediately after graduation and provide
a footprint that will shape the future of the industry in their respective fields, but is
also a great transition into post-secondary education for students looking to further
their academic goals.
“CNA graduates have a solid foundation of expertise through innovative, hands-on
training that will remain with them beyond the classroom. We offer them real-life
experiences they can use during their professional careers. This tree-planting project
is an excellent example of how this is achieved.”
For more information on the Forest Resources Technician program visit
www.cna.nl.ca.

See the forest,
for the trees.
College of the North Atlantic

School of Natural Resources

cna.nl.ca
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UNB forestry and environmental management

Access to the great outdoors is critical for budding forestry students to test their
and long-term employment; 95 per cent of UNB forestry students have jobs by the
skills and reinforce classroom theories. At the University of New Brunswick, the
time they graduate. The hands-on nature of the program ensures students are prepared
faculty of forestry and environmental management makes the most of its unique
for working in the real world.
location and unmatched wilderness access to provide students with the best hands-on
Reagon has had summer employment in every year of his program, working two
education and preparation for the job market.
summers as a forestry engineer in the B.C. Interior, and a third as a silvicultural
The historic city of Fredericton has a small-town feel, creating a warm and
surveyor on Vancouver Island.
welcoming community for the thousands of students who live and study there.
He also had the opportunity to do an exchange to Bangor University in Wales,
For forestry students especially, Fredericton’s proximity to numerous forests and
helping to grow their forestry program and expand community engagement. While
ecosystems allows them to get their hands on their subject matter in almost no time
there, he also had the chance to attend the 2017 United Nations Climate Change
at all.
Conference in Germany.
“There are always events and entertainment in Fredericton, but we’re also close
“I watched them discuss the Paris Agreement and got to speak with senior officials
to small and large outdoor areas. You can leave Fredericton and in only 20 minutes
and top climate change scientists. I was exposed to different environmental resource
be in a secluded forested area for your field courses,” said Claire Ferguson, a fourthmanagement and able to bring it back and apply it to my studies,” Reagon said.
year environment and natural resources student.
Unique opportunities combined with ample hands-on learning, real-world
“Foresters study everything in the natural world, and we can easily do that in
experiences and knowledgeable faculty members are why Ferguson chose UNB.
Fredericton,” said Spencer Reagon, a third-year forestry student. “Our city is the
“UNB is a family and Fredericton is a warm, welcoming city,” said Ferguson.
perfect balance of activity and nature.”
“You’ll be on a first-name basis with professors and have quality mentorship as you
Fredericton, New Brunswick’s capital, is home to 60,000 residents. Nestled next
go. Everyone at UNB wants you to succeed.”
to densely forested land, it’s a short drive to wilderness
areas and Fundy National Park.
Reagon is originally from British Columbia and
chose to study at the University of New Brunswick
because of the quality of its forestry program, its small
class sizes and the famous East Coast hospitality that
of UNB Forestry graduates ﬁnd a full-time
Fredericton is known for.
job in the natural resources sector
“UNB is ranked as one of Canada’s best forestry
programs and the learning environment is top notch,”
he said. “You’re more than just a number – at UNB
it’s more like a family.”
The small classes allow students to get to know
their professors, bond with their classmates, and excel
academically. It also results in more opportunities
for students, including working with real companies
across Canada to solve problems affecting the industry
today.
Ferguson is working with Agriculture and Agri Food
Canada to develop a forest management plan for their
250 acres of forest, located at the Fredericton Research
and Development Centre. She’s helping them take
inventory of what they have, plan for the future and
consider the effects of climate change.
“What’s great about this program is it prepares you
for everything. You learn about so many different
elements of the industry and it can take you anywhere
for your career,” Ferguson said.
UNB’s forestry program connects students with
Be career ready. Learn how at: UNB.ca/discoverforestry
industry leaders and creates opportunities for summer

95%
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The future of forestry is here

Canadian Forest Industry Facts

Submitted by TimberWest

For forest companies, like TimberWest, the
health of the trees and associated ecosystems are
paramount. From seedling to maturity, the trees
must be monitored, and any problems addressed.
The way in which this monitoring happens is
changing dramatically through the convergence of
new sensing technologies such as LiDAR, and the
ability to deploy sensing technology using drones.
What was once used only for airspace and
meteorological research, LiDAR (Light Detection
and Ranging), is now being used for forest research
to more accurately examine everything from the
height and diameter of trees to ground terrain
evaluation and plot-level wood volume estimates.
In the just-released video Forest for the Trees:
How technology is transforming BC’s forest
industry, University of British Columbia (UBC)
forestry professor Dr. Nicholas Coops emphasizes
LiDAR and drone use are just two more recent
examples of the forest sectors technological
revolution, and the types of technology incorporated
into every-day forest management.
“This link between technology and forestry has
always been there. I think now it just happens to
be exploding at the moment,” explains Coops.
“LiDAR technology can be used with airplanes or
drones and involves sending pulses of light down to
the ground that bounces back and mirrors the data
captured into images that allow forest planners to
measure the topography, depth, height, slope and
other values of the land being surveyed.”
Domenico Iannidinardo, TimberWest’s vicepresident of sustainability and chief forester,
says he sees high value in LiDAR technology
and drones when it comes to forest management
and planning. LiDAR can provide a wide range

Technology

of enhanced ecological applications such as
evaluating microhabitat diversity and watershed
modeling. Through the use of LiDAR, forest
planners can quickly and accurately produce threedimensional data-sets which allow them to assess
road building opportunities better, stand value and
wood quality, resulting in more efficient inventory
management.
“As leaders in forest stewardship internationally
and leaders in technological development
provincially, the forest industry in Canada has long
since understood the need to constantly strive for
producing the most accurate and sustainable forest
management plans possible,” says Iannidinardo.
“That comes from taking full advantage of cuttingedge technologies such as LiDAR and drones.”
Molly Hudson, TimberWest’s Manager of
Stewardship and Engagement, echoes Iannidinardo’s
comments and adds, “Drones provide us with a
high-resolution aerial view that complements our
ground-based assessments. We are using them more
and more for our reforestation, and we are starting
to use them in our wildlife management as well,
which includes the monitoring and assessment of
fish and riparian areas.”
UBC’s Faculty of Forestry Dean Dr. John Innes
says he is convinced the industry’s integration and
adoption of technology will only continue to build
momentum in the future.
“Technology is helping forest managers by
allowing them access to huge amounts of data more
quickly and more efficiently than ever before,” he
says. “I believe that the forest industry will continue
to use increasing amounts of technology because it
will continue to make forestry more efficient, and
it’s going to make our practices that much better.”

WHERE
WILL YOU GROW?

• Investment in new technologies is revolutionizing the
way Canada’s forest industry does business. The federal
government reports between 2005 and 2015, Canada’s
forest industry cut its total energy use by 31 percent and
reduced its greenhouse gas emissions by 49 percent by
generating bioenergy from waste products and increasing
energy efficiency.
• British Columbia is breaking ground in tech-sector
contributions. The province led the way in the development
of the Digital Technology Supercluster, of which
TimberWest was an early participant and founding
member. As well, BC is reported to have the fastest
growing tech workforce in Canada.
• In 2015, BC’s tech sector revenue grew twice as fast as
the Canadian average.
• As a result of the sector’s growth, Vancouver is now ranked
the top tech cluster in Canada and one of the top 15 tech
clusters in the world, in terms of value per capita.
SOURCES: Natural Resources Canada (NRCan) and BC-led Canadian Digital
Technology Supercluster Strengths and Capabilities Deloitte Report.

Stewardship

• Since the 1930s, more than 7.5 billion seedlings have
been planted in B.C.
• On average, over 200 million tree seedlings are planted
annually on public forest land in B.C.
• The total geographical area of BC is 95 million
hectares. In British Columbia, less than one percent of
the province’s forests, equal to approximately 200,000
hectares are harvested annually.
• About 95% of B.C.’s forests are publicly owned, and
priorities for the use of these lands are developed
through community--based consultation and strategic
planning that establishes land use direction and
objectives. (Indufor, 2016)
• Canada is considered to be the international leader in
forest certification with B.C. contributing more to these
efforts than any other province.
SOURCE: www.naturallywood.com

PROJECT
LEARNING
TREE
CANADA
SM

Get inspired to explore a career
in the great outdoors.
Green jobs are available for
youth for summer 2019.

Have you pulled your canoe ashore to inspect a
campground? Wondered what the best food sources
and habitat for caribou, birds and bears are? Taught
campers about Indigenous practices through singing,
dancing, and drum-making lessons? Spent the day
measuring the health of a newly planted forest? Does
this sound like your office? Project Learning Tree (PLT)
Canada is looking for youth to work in Green Jobs
across Canada. With support from the Government of
Canada’s Summer Work Experience Program, we are
providing youth with meaningful work experiences in
the forest to instill a lifelong passion for the outdoors
and spark an interest in environmental stewardship
that benefits Canada’s environment, economy and
secures the future prosperity of Canada’s forests. Visit
our website to sign up and enter the talent bank, check
out job postings, and learn more about what a green
job has to offer.

Learn more and create your
green jobs profile at :
www.pltcanada.org
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Kate Lindsay named to Top 10 under 40

Kate Lindsay, a forest industry leader, environmental champion, and conservation
steward has been named to Canadian Forest Magazine’s Top 10 Under 40.
The annual Top 10 Under 40 highlights the significant contributions of some
of Canada’s rising stars in forest management. Lindsay was selected for her
commitment to excellence and the leadership role she is playing in supporting
healthy forests and vibrant forest communities.
Kate Lindsay is vice president, Sustainability and Environmental Partnerships
with Forest Products Association of Canada (FPAC). She is responsible for working
with FPAC members, government officials, environmental partners, academics, and
local communities on policies related to climate change, biodiversity, and sustainable
forest management.
“I know I speak on behalf of our entire team and membership at FPAC when I
say that Kate Lindsay’s smarts, her work ethic, and her commitment to the health of
our forests and our forestry communities puts her among the very best in Canadian
forestry today,” said FPAC CEO Derek Nighbor. “People take to Kate because she
listens, she wants to understand all angles of complex issues, and she demonstrates
through her approach and actions what integrity is all about. At FPAC, we are very
proud of her and consider ourselves fortunate to call her our colleague. Kate makes
a real difference for us and our members every day.”
An interest in the environment and healthy forest ecosystems came naturally
to Kate, growing up in Duncan, British Columbia. It’s part of her DNA. Kate’s
father, Dave Lindsay, worked in the BC forest sector as a biologist for 42-years and
contributed greatly to BC’s emergence as a leader in sustainable forest management.
To see his daughter now carry the torch and be recognized in this manner is extremely
satisfying.
“At a very early age, Kate developed an aptitude and passion for the outdoors,
the environment, and wildlife – often accompanying me in the early morning hours

Kate Lindsay
Vice President, Sustainability
and Environmental Partnerships
Forest Products Association of
Canada (FPAC)

and in all kinds of weather conditions to conduct bird or deer counts and other forms
of research,” said Dave Lindsay. “To see Kate turn that into her life’s work and be
acknowledged for her efforts is a great source of pride for our entire family,” he added.
Kate was nominated by Bob Larocque at FPAC and supported by Kathy
Abusow, president and CEO, Sustainable Forestry Initiative Inc., who said that the
acknowledgement is well-deserved. “I have always believed you don’t have to be
a CEO to show leadership and you don’t have to be fifty to be a role model. While
Kate is still early in her career she is already showing herself to be a competent leader
and an excellent role model for young women,” said Abusow.

CONGRATULATIONS KATE FROM
THE FPAC BOARD AND STAFF!

We’re proud of you for being recognized as one of the Top 10 Under 40 by Canadian
Forest Industries Magazine.

www.workingforest.com
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From the research side, Koven says she would like to see more research shared and
funded across Canada that looks at mass building applications. “The Mass Timber
sector in Canada is not there yet. The building codes issue is certainly one that people
tell us needs more attention. The National Research Council in Ottawa for example,
has provided leadership on fire code, but I think a lot more has to be done to put mass
timber products on an equal footing with steel and concrete,” adds Koven.
“More education is needed, probably more on the part of educating code officials
and regulators to look more carefully at the fire data to understand the safety of mass
timber buildings. Developers and construction companies need more information
about the fire protection and resistance of mass timber wood -- which stands up quite
well when compared to concrete and steel. We are talking about structured wood that
is very strong and rather than going up in flames or buckling quickly, it resists fire
by charring,” explains Koven. “I think there is a role for the Mass Timber Institute
in bringing people to the table and having that conversation.”
Although the Mass Timber Institute is located in Ontario, the focus is national.
“There has been some fantastic work on Mass Timber in Quebec and British
Columbia, and there are some very impressive Canadian companies like Nordic
Structures in Montreal, QC, and Structurlam in Penticton, BC. These are exciting
Canadian companies who are manufacturing and exporting mass timber products,”
said Koven.
“My vision is for Canada to have more companies like these. We lag behind in
Ontario, and I’m not sure what the reasons are for that. I guess when you look at
any statistics, Ontario is number three by way of Canadian forestry.” But southern
Ontario is a huge construction market for more mass timber building.
“I think the institute is well positioned to work on that collaboration. It’s not that
a lot of time and effort has not gone into mass timber sector, it has, but there are
still some gaps that we need to close to get the kind of success that we should see
in this country.”
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Koven says the most critical gap is how do you make it as simple as possible for
engineers, architects, and contractors to cost projects using mass timber. “They need
to get the same level of details as they now do for steel and concrete. Right now, it
is an extremely grey area.”
“We are not saying mass timber should substitute everywhere for concrete and
steel,” continues Koven. “We are looking at hybrid material choices and looking at
mass timber in connection with steel and concrete. We would like to see mass timber
become more a part of steel and concrete buildings. I think right now, the steel and
concrete sectors only see mass timber as a competitive product, but I think they will
find mass timber will add value to their buildings and for their customers.”
“Many wood products or processes are well placed to do something positive about
our concerns about the environment and at the same time, offer a lot of potential for
economic development and growth in communities in northern Ontario, northern
Quebec, and BC. It’s a great opportunity for local economies,” adds Koven.
Mass timber is for buildings of all sizes, but it is the Tall Wood Building
demonstration projects, which have captured the public’s attention. The institute
hopes to use these projects as “living labs” or learning landscapes. Research themes
include forestry and engineering including bio-composites and acoustics; architecture
and design including building automation and prefabricated design; and building and
construction including robotics and fire performance.
“The fact that we have both George Brown College and the U of T committed to
their academic wood tower projects is exciting,” said Koven. The one at the U of T
is the 14-storey Goldring Centre and will be located near the intersection of Bloor
and St. George. The George Brown Tall Wood Building, The Arbour, will be located
on their waterfront campus. Construction is expected to begin at the end of 2019.
“We need to have more of these so the professions like engineers, architects, and
contractors can see the unique kind of construction that takes place. It can be inspiring
for the public to see these buildings as well, and they will be a great advertisement
for mass timber products.”
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Resolute Forest Products creating career paths

A collaboration between Resolute Forest Products and Confederation College is
creating a full career path for local Indigenous people. Resolute collaborated on the
development of the Mechanical Engineering Technician Program at the college in
Thunder Bay and has made a commitment to hire graduates.
Confederation College’s two-year technical program provides the knowledge
and hands-on experience to meet the needs of a broad range of trades, including
millwright, machinist and steam fitter, as well as the academic requirements of
technician-level positions.
Millwright jobs at Resolute operations are available to ten Indigenous
graduates of the Mechanical Engineering Technician Program. A millwright is a
tradesperson who installs, maintains and repairs stationary industrial machinery
and mechanical equipment.
“Eleven Indigenous students enrolled in the program
in September 2017,” says Georjann Morriseau, director,
Indigenous Affairs, at Resolute.
Resolute offers paid summer co-op placements for
students at its Ontario Thunder Bay, Atikokan and
Ignace operations.
In northwestern Ontario, the company is also
involved with Anishinaabek Employment and Training
Services, which represents a number of local First
Nation communities.
According to Morriseau, in addition to the partnership
with Confederation College, Resolute is putting an

UNECE and
Canada
champion a more
sustainable
forest

Innovative and sustainably produced wood products,
when coupled with sustainable forest management, can
‘build the future’ and contribute to the achievement of
the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
This is the key message of the Vancouver Invitation
on Forest Products for a Better Future, a bold and
forward-looking statement of intent to harness the
environmental, economic and social benefits of
sustainable forest management.
The Invitation was developed with Canada and
with the support and input from UNECE countries.
It garnered support by more than 200 government
officials, representatives from the wood products and
construction sectors and civil society actors from around
50 countries, who gathered in Vancouver, Canada, for
the 76th Session of the UNECE Committee on Forests
and the Forest Industry (COFFI).
Under the title ‘Building the Future with Forests’,
the conference provided an opportunity to explore key
developments and sustainable solutions for the wood
products sector, specifically the possibilities of using
wood in construction and the opportunities for creating
a circular economy.
“The Government of Canada understands the
benefits that forest products play in meeting climate
targets, creating jobs, stimulating economic growth
and building more resilient communities. As the world
Continued on page ED-16

emphasis on the recruitment and retention of Aboriginal workers across its pulp,
paper, wood products and woodlands operations in Quebec and Ontario.
Forest products and other natural resource industries are faced with a recruitment
challenge. “Investing in pre-employment programs and activities – in addition to
skills training – is part of the solution,” explains Morriseau. “To successfully bring
Indigenous workers into the fold, there’s a lot of front-end work needed on the preemployment piece.”
From a First Nations perspective, pre-employment training covers subjects such
as basic life skills, numeracy, literacy and interview techniques.
Resolute supports a number of pre-employment programs, as well as skilled trades
training modeled on the Confederation College venture.

Resolute Forest Products is a global leader in the
forest products industry offering a rewarding and
safe work environment with opportunities and
challenges that will help grow your skills. Resolute
is home to a dynamic team of people from a wide
range of backgrounds. Providing everyone the means
to achieve their full potential is the key to our success. That is why we
encourage individual effort while also supporting teamwork. If you are
looking for a challenge in a new job or field we invite you to join us.
The company owns or operates some 40 manufacturing facilities as well
as power generation assets in the United States and Canada. Marketing
its products in close to 70 countries, Resolute has third party certified
100% of its managed woodlands to internationally recognized sustainable
forest management standards.

apply now
resolutefp.com/careers
resolutefp.com

Follow Us

BUILD YOUR
FUTURE WITH
RESOLUTE

www.workingforest.com
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Northlands Dënesųłiné transforms its energy systems
and its future
By Steve Pawlett
Kids Playing Shinny on Lac Brochet

Installing Solar Panels in the Snow

Assembling Cut Wood for the Log Yard

Assembling Cut Wood for the Log Yard

If you were to drive north from Winnipeg for 24 hours, including driving nine
hours north from Lynn Lake on a temporary winter road, you would find yourself
in Northlands Dënesųłiné First Nation, one of the most beautiful communities
in Manitoba.
This community is set on the shores of picturesque Lac Brochet, Manitoba, 425
km west of Churchill, at the same latitude near the Saskatchewan border. Just over
1,000 people are members of Northlands Dënesųłiné First Nation, with over 850
members living beside Lac Brochet.
Northlands Dënesųłiné is one of four diesel-dependent communities in Manitoba,
and one of more than 150 diesel-dependent communities in Canada.
Every year, about 2 million litres of diesel fuel is trucked to Lac Brochet over that
temporary winter road. About half is used for heat and the other half for electricity.
This project—the ERAAES (Environmental Remediation and Alternative Energy
Systems) project—has been in the works for about three years. But the intention to
reduce—and eventually eliminate—dependence on diesel in Manitoba’s northern,
isolated communities has been in the works for decades. This project takes the first,
big step in making that intention a reality.
The ERAAES project has six components:
1. remediation and clean-up of two diesel contamination sites in the community
2. 1.5 MW biomass district heating system
3. log-yard and logging operation to harvest local fire-kill wood for fuel for the
biomass system
4. 140 kW lake-based geothermal district heating and cooling system
5. 282 kW solar PV park – nearly 1,000 panels
6. integration
• between 3 energy systems
• between 2 waste systems—wastewater and diesel remediation
• with Manitoba Hydro’s local diesel grid
• between local operators & a remote support team
The project launched in February 2017 through INAC’s Contaminated Sites on
Reserve Program (CSOR). Funding has come from federal sources, including from
FCSAP, FCSAP Regional share, Budget 2016, and INAC Regional A-Base.
By 2019, the ERAAES project will replace approximately 1/3 of the diesel used
for heat in Northlands—about 300,000 litres of diesel per year. This will reduce the
community’s GHG emissions by about 800 tonnes per year (a reduction of about 18%).
The project will also mark a big step forward in cleaning up the diesel contamination
in the soil and groundwater of the community.
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In 2018, a dual-boiler 1.5 MW biomass system was installed and integrated with
a new underground district biothermal energy loop.
The 50/50 water/glycol mixture in the loop will provide the primary heat to the
school (with the school’s existing diesel heating system remaining as back-up). It
will also provide backup heat to the buildings that are going to be heated by the
geothermal system in the Lakeside Cluster, as well as heating the domestic hot water
for the school and the buildings in the Lakeside Cluster.
“They now have two 750 kW biomass boiler units to help heat the school and
provide the backup heat and hot water heat for half a dozen building by the lake,”
said Bruce Duggan, president, Boke Consulting and Project Lead.
“What we learned early on was that the heating systems had to have both a primary
and secondary application. The primary system at the lake is geothermal, and the
biomass system is integrated into this, so if the geothermal isn’t keeping up, the
biomass system will kick in automatically,” explains Duggan.
The biomass system needs approximately 700 tonnes of fuel a year. The project
includes the necessary equipment and training for local people to harvest that fuel
from the fire-kill in the Lac Brochet area, left over after forest fires. Training began
in fall 2017, with full harvesting production starting in 2018.
“We have had some good conversations with the Ministry of Natural Resources,
Manitoba and the Forestry branch about sustainable management of the forest. From
Northlands Dënesųłiné The community is about 400 km to the nearest community,
so about a 50 km radius is harvested by the community. We are looking at how the
communities can properly harvest that and replant it, so we know we are not depleting
our resources,” said Duggan.
The biothermal energy loop is currently being commissioned, and the biomass
boiler units are expected to fire by Christmas.
The buildings by the lake will be heated (and, when needed, cooled) using a new
geothermal loop drawing energy from the lake. The in-lake component of this system
was installed in summer 2017. The buildings were hooked up in 2018.
“We didn’t intend it this way, but Northlands Dënesųłiné will soon be the leading
alternative energy community in Canada. There are communities with Biomass, or
solar but none with a setup like this with pretty well all the equipment that is in the
solar array,” said Duggan.
The two diesel contamination sites in Northlands in most urgent need of clean-up
are located near the Petit Casmir Memorial School and a cluster of buildings by the
lake, which includes the Head Start Building. Clean-up of these two sites (using
in-situ injection) began the summer of 2017 and will be completed no later than 2020.
Continued on page 15
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Using injection techniques (rather than the more traditional dig-and-dump approach)
reduces the diesel required to do the cleanup, provides training to local community members
on contaminated site clean-up and provides the community with the equipment needed for
further clean-ups.
“Because there are a lot of spots of contamination in the community, we needed to
develop a system, and use equipment where the people with the skills can move on
to these smaller locations to treat them. You don’t want to be digging between houses
and disrupting the community.
“It takes a little longer. You have to do three injections every summer for two years,
and then you have another year in case you didn’t catch everything, and you have testing
in between, but it is less disruptive,” explains Duggan.
The Northlands community and its support team are developing plans now to move
towards zero diesel for both heat and electricity using local, non-fossil, clean, renewable
energy sources.
A new 282 kW Solar PV Park was installed in the spring. It is tied into the local diesel
grid operated by Manitoba Hydro.
The Solar PV Park will generate enough electricity in an average year to offset the
electricity required by the biomass system’s pumps, the geothermal system’s pumps, and
the pumps in the community’s new aerated wastewater treatment system. At 282 kW, this
solar array will be the largest in Manitoba.
When these plans are fully implemented, diesel will be needed only for emergency backup
(and perhaps for some heavy vehicles). Duggan says this project is excellent testing for
now and into the future.
The integrated, systematic approach to replacing diesel with alternative energy being
pioneered by Northlands can be adapted to other communities in Manitoba and many other
communities throughout Canada’s north that now depend on diesel. Three other dieseldependent communities are currently looking at applying this model to their community.
By 2020, Northlands Dënesųłiné First Nation will be one of the leading alternative-energy
communities in Canada.

www.workingforest.com

Integration

There are at least five different aspects of integration in this project:

• The biomass and geothermal systems will be integrated. In addition to heating
the school, the district heating loop goes through the community and connects
to the Lakeside Cluster. If any part of the geothermal system stops working or
is taken offline for maintenance, the biomass heating system will automatically
kick in to provide the heat to the geothermal-heated buildings. This “belt-andsuspenders” approach is essential to guarantee heat and to enable removal of
diesel heating systems in the Lakeside Cluster.
• The solar PV park will be integrated with the existing local electrical grid, operated
by Manitoba Hydro.
• The monitoring systems for 3 energy systems (biomass, geothermal, and solar
PV) will be integrated into the satellite system in the community, so that both
the local operators and the remote support team can monitor operations in real
time, can be alerted to any problems, and can work together to diagnose and
fix those problems.
• Starting in 2019, diesel decontamination activities will be integrated with
local wastewater treatment, with the wastewater system being used as a
contaminated-site clean-up tool. A new aerated lagoon with an attached SAGR
(Submerged Attached Growth Reactor) is being installed now and will come
online next year (2018). We have consulted with the leading expert on these
systems and developed a protocol to integrate decontamination leachate into
the new wastewater system.
• The new lagoon, the solar PV array, the log yard, and the biomass building
are being built together to form the start of a new Eco-Industrial Park. Future
elements of this Eco-Industrial Park will include recycling initiatives and organic
composting to support local gardening. Other options for the Park being explored
include a chicken coop, a community freezer, and a community laundromat.
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First of its kind $100,000 endowment for Indigenous
students pursuing graduate studies in forestry
November 7, 2018 – Vancouver: Today, TimberWest
and the Faculty of Forestry, University of British
Columbia (UBC) announced a first-of-its-kind $100,000
endowment program for Indigenous students
pursuing a graduate degree in forestry.
The endowment established by TimberWest, along with matching funds from the
Faculty of Forestry, will award scholarships of $4,000 per year to First Nations, Inuit,
or Métis graduate students studying forest resource management or forest sciences
who have a demonstrated interest in pursuing their career in British Columbia.
“The Faculty is pleased to be able to match TimberWest’s generous gift,” said
Dr. John Innes, Dean, Faculty of Forestry. “Student awards are vital in helping us
attract, retain and grow the number of Indigenous students in the Faculty by both
recognizing excellence and helping reduce the financial burden of higher education
through increasing accessibility.”
“We want to help ensure that financial barriers do not
prevent the many talented and motivated Indigenous
students from pursuing a graduate degree in forest
sciences,” said Jeff Zweig, President and CEO of
TimberWest. “UBC is home to Canada’s leading

forestry programs, and the Faculty has done a superb job over the past decade to
increase Indigenous student participation. We support UBC in its objective to engage
and inspire Indigenous students to become the next generation leaders in forestry
stewardship.”
The TimberWest Forestry Award for Indigenous Students will be awarded by the
UBC Faculty of Forestry on an annual basis.
The UBC Faculty of Forestry has already secured additional benefits as a result of
this newly launched endowment. The endowment provided UBC eligibility to receive
an additional three provincial scholarships through the BC Government Scholarship
program, each valued at $15,000 and made available to graduate level students.
To learn more about TimberWest’s commitment to their long-term First Nations
partners, visit: https://www.timberwest.com/our-first-nations-partners/.
To learn more about the University of British Columbia Faculty of Forestry Indigenous
Forestry Initiatives, visit: http://indigenous.forestry.ubc.ca/current-students/.

UNECE and Canada champion a
more sustainable forest
Continued from page ED-13

embraces new clean, renewable energy, wood – from
sustainably managed forests – is poised to play an
increasingly important role. This is why we are making
strategic investments now – in areas such as tall wood
construction and the emerging bio economy – to ensure
Canada remains a global forestry leader well into the
future,” said Canada’s Minister of Natural Resources,
the Honourable Amarjeet Sohi.
The environmental benefits provided by forests, such
as water and air purification, soil formation, carbon
storage and biodiversity conservation are hard to
ignore. It is, however, less known that forest products
also play an important role within the broader context
of achieving sustainable development.
“Forests, if managed properly, can provide lifesupporting ecosystem services, while at the same time
delivering materials for renewable and recyclable
products, in place of more polluting and carbon
emitting materials. Forests, and the forest product
sector, therefore have an essential role to play in the
future of our planet. But in order to serve this role, a
commitment on the part of all of us to both sustainable
forest management and to continued innovation in
the wood products sector is critical,” said UNECE
Executive Secretary Olga Algayerova.

FORESTS
ARE THE ANSWER

At the Sustainable Forestry Initiative® (SFI), we believe that wellmanaged and certified forests, together with responsibly sourced
forest products, are the answer to a variety of societal needs including
clean air and water, wildlife conservation, recreational opportunities,
green jobs and quality products from a renewable resource.
Choose the SFI Standard for your working forest. The actions we take
today determine the future of our forests.
Learn more at sfiprogram.org.
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